Roxar Academy
Reservoir Modelling Training

The Roxar Academy is a training programme designed specifically for
graduates, new hires, or employees new to reservoir modelling. The
aim of the programme is to transform technicians into highly
proficient and productive asset team members, quickly and
efficiently.

Student profile
Roxar Academy students are typically graduate geologists,
geophysicists or reservoir engineers, who are starting their career in
the E&P industry. They may also be existing employees who are
changing to a reservoir modelling role.

Bespoke to your company profile
We offer a standard Roxar Academy programme, but this can be
tailored to your specific company requirements. The Academy can
be based in your company offices, or in one of our training centres. In
your office environment, our trainers are able to become familiar
with your working practices, enabling them to facilitate quick
integration of the new team into the company way of working.

Programme elements
The components of the programme are blended to ensure that
learning is as effective as possible:
RMS Software: The practical skills required to produce end results
quickly
Core Skills: The knowledge required to operate effectively as an
asset team member
Mentoring: Expert guidance on live field data to provide a current
working asset model
Reading: A list of key scientific papers to add relevance and depth to
core skills

Programme duration
Academy programmes range from 3 to 12 weeks, depending on
which elements are to be included, and whether trainees require a
basic knowledge in reservoir modelling, or need to be trained to
expert level.

Assessment
We can provide 2 forms of assessment, exam and continuous,
according to requirements. Our assessment can help your asset
managers and HR departments with the participants’ career
development.

Roxar Academy

Programme stages

Stage 1: for any member of an asset team and
those modelling non-complex reservoirs
-how to build static reservoir models
- Importance of data QC
- Best practice for working in an asset team

Stage 2: for those specialising in reservoir modeling, or modelling complex reservoirs.
- Best practice approach for complex reservoirs
- Building models for robust simulaton
- Dealing with reservoir unvertainty

Core Skills:
Reservor modelling overview
Data sources, integration and QC
Reservoir Measurement
Facies, porosity, permeability & SW

Core Skills:
Advanced modelling techniques
Dynamic analysis - working with the reservoir
engineer
Well planning
Reservoir uncertainty

RMS software:
User interface, data IO, printing and presentations
Model driven seismic interpretation
Mapping & well correlation
Structural modelling
Property modelling and volumetrics

RMS software:
Advanced property modelling
Simulation grid design & upscaling
Dynamic analysis - flowsim & streamlines
Well planning
Uncertainty analysis - structure & properties

Basic and Full Programmes
A basic programme covers core skills and software training in RMS
and will furnish employees with the skills needed to tackle company
reservoir assets. A full programme incorporates mentoring on a live
model build of one of your company assets. Starting with raw data,
students are guided through each model stage and learn to
appreciate that every data set will present unique challenges. A full
reservoir model is delivered back to the asset at the end of the build.
If mentoring is done in company, it also allows us to assess the
working practices of the asset teams and identify any areas that may
hinder progress, such as data transfer.
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